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  SUMMARY

* folding cosmos is a traveling project around the world with works of artists in a minimum space 
composed of an alcove taking the art as its basic element, and also a tatami-mat called “ the 
One-Mat-Room”. This is an attempt adopting the motif of "One-Mat-Room" in which Takeshiro 
Matsuura, the late shogunate explorer who had devoted his life to traveling, in order to share with 
people from all over the world the specific culture of Japan. It is also strongly connected to the 
foldable lighting sculpture “ Akari ”  by Japanese-American sclptor, Isamu Noguchi.

Taking up the common points between "the minimum cosmos" and Le Corbusier’s Cabanon Cap 
Martin  and Villa « Le Lac », and also Noguchi’s Akari. This catalogue was planned to publish for 
* folding cosmos at the Noguchi Musuem  ( Currently,  the exhibition is postponed until February 2022 ).  
This * folding cosmos book focuses on the aesthetics and conception of the life of Le Corbusier, 
Takeshiro Matsuura, and Isamu Noguchi and brings together articles written by specialists from around 
the world - museum curators and university professors - from photos of sites and sketches. 

Because of the COVID-19,  we had to change our schedule and the place of printing.The budget was 
maily used for printing fee, travelling fee between Tokyo and Sapporo ( it was printed in Sapporo, 
Japan ) and DTP fee, photo fee, postal and devery fee. We saved tranlation fee and design fee to adjust 
the budget balance.
 
We are deeply grateful to ICOM-ICDAD for the support of publishing this catalogue during this trying 
times.
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